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Abstract This paper contains a definition of Foresight 2.0
and summarizes the status quo of current methodological
approaches in the field. It offers a categorization of individ-
ual applications by their technical feature sets and concludes
with an outlook on potential specifications of future applica-
tions. This report therefore manifests the starting point for
evaluating digital-collaborative Foresight applications by
their intended use, knowledge generation and quality of
results.
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Foresight

Ever since Futures Research has been established as an
academic discipline in the 1940s, the concepts of participa-
tion, interdisciplinarity and dynamic feedback loops have
been fundamental to the development of its methods. Major
early institutions in the field (such as RAND or the National

Bureau of Standards) used novel sociological and economic
models together with computer simulations to build the
theoretical foundation for putting controversial futures into
the hands of many participants instead of a few.

The main focus of this paper will be to introduce and
discuss the umbrella term of Foresight 2.0. The initial em-
pirical data base for this are features of web applications that
explicitly or implicitly aim to support Foresight processes

– using online frameworks
– and a massively collaborative approach.

The reason for choosing these two criteria as a narrowing
focus is the following: while Foresight methods have
enjoyed a long tradition, the potential to include several
hundreds of participants remotely in a real-time Foresight
experiment has only been emerging through the large-scale
adoption of internet access that happened over the last 15–
20 years. Inversely, any application that does not make use
these potentials could have been modeled prior to the intro-
duction of the consumer internet. Introducing and discussing
the term Foresight 2.0 is therefore a way to take a novel
perspective on how Foresight processes change qualitatively
and quantitatively when they are built on the backbone of a
large-scale IT infrastructure that is broadly accessible.

The recent academic dialogue about Futures Research in
Europe has been coined by the concepts of participation and
collaboration: Bertrand De Jouvenel was one of the first to
formulate the idea of an open and non-deterministic ap-
proach to Futures Research in 1964 when publishing “L’art
de conjecture” and calling upon practitioners to use “previ-
sionary forums” where “experts from very different disci-
plines contribute their individual foresight, resulting in har-
monized depictions about possible futures” [1] . His goal was
to generate a deeper understanding of social developments,
behaviors and processes to advance and enable collaborative
action upon the future. Until today, those ideas have a pro-
found influence on common methods of Futures Research
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(such as the Scenario Method, Delphi Studies, Roadmapping
or Future Workshops).

The term Foresight is used in academic discourse to
delineate from Forecasting [2] and emphasize the explor-
ative nature of the processes involved. The scope of the term
Foresight extends to both normative and explorative ap-
proaches to Futures Research.

However, there is still disagreement about the name and
the contour of the discipline. For a recent discussion about an
attempt to define and to deliminate Foresight, take a look at
the anthology Recent Developments in Foresight Methodol-
ogies from Giaoutzi & Sapio [3].

Foresight as a tool for decision making and complexity
reduction

Past events lead to conclusions about future events. It is
impossible to design a robust empirical test for those con-
clusions about future events and developments [4]. Howev-
er, deciding to believe in a path that future events might take
and evaluating the importance of certain topic areas are
inevitable steps to retain the ability to act upon the future.
Since these decisions are subject to cognitive limitations, as
well as insufficient time and information, they can only be
considered partially rational [5].

An analysis of the present status quo is a necessary con-
dition for predictions about future developments [6]. This
status quo, however, may be subject to subjective interpre-
tation. Uexküll distinguishes between the terms Umwelt
(general environment) and Umfeld (immediate surrounding)
to stress that the subjective perception of the Umwelt is
generally in mismatch with the objective perception of the
Umfeld [7]. By combining subjective versions of each indi-
vidual’s Umwelt , a more complete picture about the Umfeld
can be achieved.

Foresight processes are ideally not only used to collect
information for further analysis and prediction, but also to
reduce complexity and create knowledge, e.g. through clus-
tering them by their underlying assumptions, without losing
important information. Only then are the results transferable
as guidelines or decision making support systems. The goal
is to gain an increased awareness about possible futures and
the levers through which to act upon them and in doing so
ultimatively save time in strategic processes and absorb
uncertainty [8].

Strategies to reduce complexity are manifold: examples
are system modelling, contradictory analysis or prospective
imagination.

Quality requirements for Foresight processes and results

From the outside, a Foresight process is often misunderstood
as a “look into the future”. Even though predictions are often

judged post-factum in terms of their (non)occurrence, a
fundamental credo in Futures Research is that a prediction
should only serve to help envisioning possible futures.

Often this could also mean to communicate undesirable
futures to foster action against them. These types of predic-
tions serve to become self-inhibiting prophecies. This is only
one of the reasons why Foresight cannot only be evaluated in
terms of its predictive capabilities [9]. The following is a
summary of alternative criteria for evaluating the quality of a
Foresight process and its results.

Communication and informal exchange amongst the par-
ticipants are fundamental aspects of Foresight processes. The
effect of those aspects is a change in awareness about a topic
and as a result network and capacity building and increased
collaboration. By looking at a large spectrum of factors that
could influence their future and ideally by also learning to
understand the cross-impact relations between those factors,
participants train their capacity to think in terms of alterna-
tive plausible scenarios and understand their individual in-
fluence on the emergence of those futures.

A major criterion for the success of a Foresight process is
therefore the level of increase in awareness that the process
created amongst participants to equip them with an under-
standing of the plausible alternative futures, potential paths
of action and consequences. It is important to note, however,
that this criterion for success only holds if participants un-
derstand the hypothetical character of results and the illusion
of predictability and controllability is relatively low.

In contrast to animals, acting upon the future largely
based on expectations, humans have the possibility to for-
mulate predictions about future events. Since these predic-
tions have hypothetical character and are much more than
their predictability, Jouvenel suggests to speak of conjec-
tures, which can be understood as a “proposition” [10].
The substantiation of such propositions about the future
can be achieved by looking at potential causes in the present
and signals for future change. Predictions in the “original
empistemological sense are [therefore] prognostically
framed explanations of causes in the past” [11]. It is, how-
ever, not guaranteed that, apart from potentially low proba-
bility of its occurrence, a conjecture’s premises are always
correct, as its real causes might have been overlooked.

The basic premise of Futures Research is therefore
not the science of future-tense presents. Contemporary
theories support the view that the future is open and
unpredictable [12] and therefore Futures Research is
much more a science of present-tense futures in the
form of images about the future [13, 14]. Hence, the
results of a Foresight process are not predictions, the
results should be insights through imagery that depicts
possible courses of action and consequences of such to
make organisations and individuals resilient against fu-
ture shocks.
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We therefore define one central criterium for the quality of
the results of a Scenario process: the depictive precision of
all future images that are relevant to any future in observa-
tion. A high depictive precision is evident in future images
that

& consider as many ‘weak signals’ as possible (i.e. are up to
date)

& consider as many ‘blind spots’ as possible (see “prospec-
tive imagination”)

& have been through as many cycles of explorative evalu-
ation as possible (with regards to possible cross-impacts,
contingencies, probabilities, as well as internal and ex-
ternal consistencies)

& have been through as many cycles of iteration and utility
evaluation as possible (with regards to impact, possibility
and desirability)”

Foresight 2.0 - terms and definition

The suffix 2.0 is often used in decorative ways for many
terms to separate an older from a newer generation of a
concept and to indicate that the one at hand is the most
modern and contemporary one. While the term Foresight
2.0 was born out of a relatively unreflected usage of the
suffix 2.0, we later found that it was a perfect fit for the types
of methods we sought to describe.

This paper clarifying the concept of Foresight 2.0 and
emphasizing the importance of participation as a design
criterium within that concept.

The following section will therefore outline common
characteristics of Web 2.0 applications, which serves as a
starting point to build a theory about the current state of the
art of collaborative and participative Foresight methods that
are not web-based yet. From there, it is possible to derive
potential future trends for Foresight methods that are based
on web platforms.

Web 2.0

The principles of Web 2.0 build the basis for the further
description and analysis of the applications that we found
during our research. Although the term and the definition of
Web 2.0 is controversial according to scientific and academic
standards, it is generally accepted and widely understood. As
noted above, we will use the characteristics of Web 2.0 to
describe features and attributes of Foresight 2.0 applications.
Therefore, a brief introduction to the various definitions for
and potentials of Web 2.0 will follow.

O’Reilly understands the Web 2.0 as “(1) a platform for
offering specialized services” that are coined by “control-
ling unique data sources that are difficult to remodel and

have a value that proportially scales with the user frequency.
To generate such data it is necessary to (3) trust users as co-
developers of of content as well as the service itself to (4) use
collective intelligence. This requires a shift in the perception
that it is necessary to distribute software in the form of
closed-source packages. The most important requirement is
the (5) formation of communities, as only a high number of
members can guarantee the formation of some sort of col-
lective intelligence.” To enable the participation of members
as both users and co-developers of the processes, O’Reilly
also demands “(6) lightweight user interfaces and develop-
ment structures that (7) go beyond the limits of individual
devices.” [92]

At a later stage, O’Reilly had re-drafted this lengthy
definition in favor of a shorter one: Web 2.0 is the “revolu-
tion of business models in the computer industry, which was
caused by the internet as an application platform and at the
same time the attempt to understand the criteria for the
success of this revolution. The most important success crite-
rium seems to be the creation of platforms that make use of
network effects and scale the quality of results with the
number of their users” [15].

From a socioeconomical perspective, Web 2.0 technolo-
gies caused a rapid increase of content that can by used by
the commons and are generated by a large number of volun-
teers. If Web 2.0 technologies are embedded in processes that
do not only guarantee easy and low-barrier participation, but
also the legal framework to protect the rights for individual
works that have been created, completely new forms of
collaborative projects can emerge. The deciding factor for
the success of such projects is the degree of modularity (how
many independent modules can the project be divided into),
granularity (how much experience and motivation is neces-
sary to make a single contribution) and integration (is it
possible to combine the individual efforts without much
friction into a meaningful whole). One prominent example
that fulfils all three criteria is Wikipedia [16].

The design of such mechanisms that enable “social com-
puting” in applications can be highly complicated. The num-
ber of possible embeddable elements is high and hard to
manage. When designing a Web 2.0 application, it is neces-
sary to first clarify which elements are actually embeddable
in a 2.0 fashion and which aren’t. Typical 2.0 elements can
be rating systems (example: the rating of products reviews on
the online retail platform amazon.com from “helpful” to “not
helpful”) or moderation mechanisms for content (example:
discussion and dispute management system onwikipedia.com).
They all have in common that they can help to rapidly increase
perceived legitimacy amongst users aswell as quality of content
on traditional web applications [17]. The young discipline of
interaction design is therefore one of the core disciplines for
designing a web 2.0 application. For a historical overview of
interaction design and its impact on Web 2.0 see Carroll [18].
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Furthermore, the termsmedia andmedia use needed to be
revisited after the emergence of Web 2.0 applications. There
is no longer one cable sending messages one way - there are a
multitude of options to involve users as content creators and
decision makers in the process of creation. Traditional prob-
lems with the logic of web applications can be completely
redefined when applying 2.0 principles. There are a number
of emergent potentials in different problem areas - from
categorisation (using folksonomies) to indexing (using
hashtags), hyperlinking (using user-generated links) and rec-
ommendation systems (using social graphs), which aren’t
fully explored in many disciplines yet.

Open & collaborative foresight

Foresight processes are often based on expert judgement.
Experts about the future are ideally those who have a knowl-
edge advantage in a field of expertise but at the same time
spent considerable time reaching beyond the boundaries of
their own discipline to understand current and future devel-
opments in their field within the broader range of external
circumstances. Such experts are thought to produce future
images of more accurate terminology and scope than ama-
teurs. These future images are “dependent on the subjective
observer, time of observation and describe future matters -
developments, states, situations, events, processes - within a
selected range of possible worldviews. [19]” The
formulization of future images is succeeded by the next step
of evaluating, selecting and refining the most likely and/or
most desirable future images for further use in deriving
implications - e.g. courses of action, strategies, product
ideas, or political agenda setting.

Even if it is theoretically impossible to attest full validity
to the resulting future images, the reference to expert partic-
ipants can increase public credibility of these results of a
Foresight process.

While this traditional approach to closed-loop expert-
based Foresight has been fruitful in the past, new collabora-
tion and communication tools create new potentials forOpen
Innovation [20]. The basic premise of Open Innovation is to
facilitate communication between insiders and outsiders,
between experts and stakeholders as early as possible to
avoid too homogenous future images. The most important
characteristic of the development phase of an Open Innova-
tion process is the flexible adaptation of predetermined goals
and the possibility to also pursue innovation ideas that are
outside the initial research scope.

This procedure can be adapted to a collaborative and open
Foresight process [21]. “The problems, challenges and di-
lemmas that organisations face today are often multi-
layered, interconnected, chaotically organised and difficult
to separate. Only if multiple stakeholders collaborate and

express their individual views and opinions can those be
solved in a sustainable way. [22]”

Additionally to creating a multitude of different future
images, a collaborative approach also enables future images
to be evaluated for external validity, i.e. their validity outside
of current ideology, myth or contemporary storytelling. Es-
pecially this ability to construct, deconstruct and reconstruct
future images collaboratively is the “fundamental building
block to produce less trivial (unfortunately often also less
plausible) future images. [4]”

These governing patterns are not only restricted to orga-
nizational Foresight. They are present in any Foresight pro-
cess that attempts to challenges arising from social, techno-
logical, ecological, economical or political factors and vari-
able that are subject to ever increasing uncertainty due to
increasing complexities and contingencies.

Open Foresight can therefore also be described as context-
based Foresight as it is typically based on participation and
interaction during the description of all steps in a Foresight
process, from scenarios and wild cards to future strategies.
Its main focus are anticipations of discontinuities [4] and the
deep integration of sociocultural and -technological dynam-
ics that arise with a ubiquitously connected society.

Furthermore, Daheim and Uerz mention additional char-
acteristics of Open Foresight apart from a multi-stakeholder
approach: transdisciplinarity and goal-state flexibility. Other
quality criteria they assert are high levels of transparency,
methodological hybridity, contextual orientation, discussion
and participation [23]. These are features that are also subject
of a broader debate about general quality criteria and stan-
dards in Foresight. According to Burmeister and Schulz-
Montag, “Open Foresight has the potential to generate
knowlegde about the future in a decentralized fashion which
in turn means that it can be collaboratively applied [24].”
Organisations should therefore exploit specific knowledge
about future matters through collaborative activities to make
the organisation profit as a whole. Burmeister and Schulz-
Montag plead for an “intelligent pooling and usage of the
global future intelligence” in any organisation.

Through increased accumulation and sharing of future-
oriented knowledge, economies of scale could be used and
the cost of Foresight processes be significantly reduced,
which in turn would empower more small and medium sized
organisations to develop more sustainable long-term think-
ing. One proposed method to start generating such knowl-
edge is, as Jouvenel already proposed several years ago [10],
an industry- or topic-specific evaluation of all available
future studies by letting their conjectures be rated on “com-
mon sense” and deviating views.

Additionally, an open and collaborative Foresight process
should, apart from the translation of knowledge about the
future into implications for the present, also cater for those
who need to act upon those implications. Gerhold perceives
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a lack of focus on the subject in current Futures Research and
demands a stronger participation of the perceiving and acting
individual in the process of “developing futures research
questions, planning and realisation of research projects
[25]” as well as a stronger participation of individuals in a
larger contect of participative and transdisciplinary processes
to shape an organisational futures. Gerhold also suggests to
experiment with surveys that gather both expert as well as
amateur feedback to better understand how those differences
could be roadblocks to successful design of Foresight
processes.

This raises another question: what is the next step after
having accomplished a sound design for a Foresight process?
By inviting participation of stake- and shareholders in prob-
lem solving processes there is often a shift in the relation of
perception of specific details to the bigger knowledge map
around decision making processes. This, however, does not
influence the quality of predictions significantly. Studies
have shown [26] that expertise can even lead to mispercep-
tions of odds in stock market trading or sports betting [27].
Furthermore, meta-level analyses with Delphi studies show
that expert opinions often become increasingly divergent, the
further away the time horizon for the prediction to be made
[28]. These findings suggest to not blindly trust expert opin-
ion, since even experts are “just” humans without precogni-
tive abilities [29]. A study of Hong and Page also shows that
group heterogenity beats individual ability, at least if the
research question is well defined [30] (the best answers are
obtained if the group does consist mainly of experts but there
is a high heterogenity in their fields of expertise). The com-
bination of specific fields of expertise and crowd intelligence
is the potential that we seek to emphasize for the future
design of Foresight processes.

Status quo of research about foresight 2.0

One result of the rise of Web 2.0 platforms and technologies
is the exponential increase in contextual data and knowledge
management systems.

Together with the increase of such data, the classical
prediction (in terms of a simple trend extrapolation) went
through a renaissance. Not only trend and market research
companies, but also big internet companies such as Google
(one example of a predictive analytics start up that Google
invested in is recordedfuture.com), Facebook or Amazon
(see [31] for a detailed description of how Amazon works
with content-based collaborative filters for predictions) have
started collecting quantitative data to generate predictive
analyses for profit. Their models promise valuable insights
about short- and medium-term changes and developments
within a bigger systems thinking context.

However, the exact workings of those models are usually
not publicly disclosed. Fortunately, one can also look at use

cases where publicly available data is used to make real-time
predictions, based on a transparent method for aggregating
web data for predictive analytics [32]. In the remaining
parts of this paper the term Foresight 2.0 shall be used
to describe such digital-collaborative versions of Fore-
sight processes.

One example is the quantitative approach of Asur and
Huberman who describe a way to aggregate data from social
media channels (in their case Twitter) to derive predictions
about the future. They show how even relatively “simple”
predictive models can yield accurate market-based predic-
tions [33].

According to Pang [29], the web can be useful to profes-
sional forecasting (respectively Foresight) in three ways: (1)
Social Scanning, a systematic approach to pattern recogni-
tion in freely accessible, openly available data that Futurists
have listed on the web for a broader Foresight community to
analyse and evaluate (see [34]). (2) Prediction Markets ,
which help to aggregate expertise through participation and
(3) Reviewing Forecasts, which serve the evaluation of the
broder utility and output of applied Foresight methodology.

This perspective at Foresight 2.0 as a combination of
knowledge transfer and horizon scanning is already a useful
start to understand the qualitative difference to traditional
Foresight methods, but it does not explain in detail how
specific digital participation and collaboration mechanisms
can help to improve Foresight.

Another approach is described in Chachia, Compañó and
Da Costa [35]. They provide an overview for the potentials
of online communities for Foresight and arrive at three
conclusions: (1) Interaction and communication in online
communities sparks creativity. (2) Online communities are
an excellent indicator of rapid changes and trends in senti-
ment and social behavior. (3) Online communities combine
individual thought processes to build records of the bigger
picture and therefore nurture collaborative intelligence in the
process of debating potential long-term future goals.

Online communities are described as the basis for a
bigger Brainstorming in which future concepts, ideas or
scenarios can be tested and refined. The authors also
point out disadvantages of online communities: (1) In
unstructured and non-hierarchical information manage-
ment systems there is an imminent risk of quickly
derailing any discussion away from the central topic.
(2) Privacy and information rights of participants need
to be formalized and communicated to greater extents than in
offline settings. (3) Data can be unstructured, in raw formats and
void of machine-readable semantic relations. The authors there-
fore lean towards a definition of Foresight 2.0 as the process of
aggregating future-relevant information online as opposed to
generating new information through collaborative processes.

The most recent paper within the time frame of this study
is a PhD thesis by MIT postgraduate Noah Raford, titled
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“Large Scale Participatory Futures Systems: a Comparative
Study of Online Scenario Planning Approaches” [36].

In his thesis, Raford cites two case studies of Foresight
processes that were specifically designed and tested for the
thesis1 and a comparative analysis of three further digital
Foresight approaches,2 as well as a comparison of all five
processes to a Base Case Scenario process.3 Raford points
out that the number and heterogenity of participants in his
digital versions of the Scenario process is several multiples
larger (125–700 participants from 18 to 82 countries) than in
the traditional Scenario process that he conducted (35 par-
ticipants from 5 countries) and that the global outreach to and
diversity of experts is of a much broader scale.

Raford therefore concludes with several advantages of
true Foresight 2.0 processes: (1) An increase in the amount
of future impact factors to scan and assess. (2) A large
diversity of perspectives. (3) A very time-effective approach
to identification of relevant factors and complexity reduc-
tion. (4) A high transparency of the process - all individual
steps that led to the results can be tracked. (5) Avery scalable
participant pool. (6) The ability to collect data in real-time.

Disadvantages that have been identified include: (1) an
absence of important psychological and social negotiation
aspects due to the anonymous nature of online dialogues
(socialising, co-shaping opinions, persuasion and rethorics,
personalisation of results, etc.). (2) a lack of scientific work
on how to design, plan and execute a Foresight 2.0 process
due to its relative infancy.

Overview and categorisation of approaches

In Chapter 2 we outlined current approaches to define
web 2.0 (2.1) and open & collaborative foresight (2.2)
and tried to shed a light on current approaches to define
Foresight 2.0. Based on the intersecting principles be-
tween the aforementioned approaches we suggested that
any online platform where publicly available data is
used to make (and rate) real-time predictions, based on
a transparent method for aggregating web data for pre-
dictive analytics is possibly a Foresight 2.0 application.
In the remaining parts of this paper the term Foresight

2.0 shall be used to describe such digital-collaborative
versions of Foresight processes.

Accordingly, this study was carried out through an
1 year exhaustive electronic search for digital collabo-
rative prediction and foresight applications using internet
search engines and online databases and indexes. The search
results were collected in an online spreadsheet (spreadsheet
accessible online at http://www.hypermorgen.com/research).
While the database was growing different approaches and
categories began to loom from which we derived a systematic
categorisation of the existing Foresight 2.0 approaches on basis
of terminology and concepts of the previous two chapters.

The surveyed applications were subsumed into four
categories:

1. Databases/Wikis
2. Prediction Markets
3. Social Rating Systems
4. Collaborative Scenarios

These four types of Foresight 2.0 approaches have been
further analysed with regards to the following three aspects:

& how they operate
& what their purpose is
& how they differ from the other approaches

Chapter 4 is an evaluation and a summary of advantages
and disadvantages of each category of applications.

Databases and wikis

A database is a digital archive that provides a classifi-
cation schema for information. In contrast to a database,
a wiki does not only sort information into classification
schemata, but also provides for the possibility of cross-
linking information into a hyperlinked structure. While
the classification schema has to be defined before infor-
mation can be stored in a database, a wiki is much
more of a collaborative effort to develop suitable ontol-
ogies after information has been entered for storage.
The resulting ontologies are usually devoid of hierarchy
and the process of arriving there is through discurse and
structured argument. It is one of the fascinating exam-
ples of aggregating individual intelligence and forming
a bigger picture from it, a collective intelligence [37].

Collecting and categorising future-related information
happens for a diverse set of intentions and yields as
diverse sets of results. Examples of future-related data-
bases include wildcard databases, prediction databases, trend
databases, databases that are used for horizon scanning
and databases that are used for mapping strategic Fore-
sight. One common feature of the category of databases
and wikis is that they are at the core of forming a
digital-collaborative network of practising Futures researchers

1 Futurescaper: The Impact of Climate Change Impacts on the UK (186
future impact factors, prioritised, ordered, analyse and visualised as
systems map); SenseMaker Scenarios: Future of Public Services Under
Financial Uncercainty, 265 participants, micro scenarios, aggregated to
form three scenario drafts on the basis of predefined scenario archetypes.
2 Wikistrat: a collaborative Forecasting Plattform; Foresight Engine: a
project of the Institute for the Future and the Open Foresight Future of
Facebook Projekt
3 The question of representativity of participants can be found on p. 217
in the thesis.
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worldwide. Coenen et al. [38] posit that this feature is central
and primary to knowledge management systems for Foresight
communities. One prominent example of a collaborative da-
tabase for predictions is TechCast [39], a collection of long-
term conjectures from fictional and non-fictional literature
since 1998. According to the publications from the founders
of this database, this type of Foresight should be primarily
understood as a learning system or a community of practice
with the purpose to iteratively refine and improve upon the
vocabulary (e.g. through a Delphi-survey for the predictions
in the system). One example of a database for weak signals to
establish a learning community around those is the iKnow
project of the European Foresight Monitoring Network
(EFMN) [40]. The initiators of the project describe the
plaform as a valuable source of information and as basis for
strategic discussions about the role of collaborative Foresight
in EU member states [41].

This collection and categorisation of weak signals and
predictions in order to form stronger networks and a global
learning community of practising Futures researchers is an
answer to an increasing demand for a platform where Futures
researchers can reflect the results and products of their own
work together [42].

Social rating systems

Social Rating Systems are the biggest class of Foresight 2.0
approaches that have been identified over the course of this
research. In the context of Foresight 2.0 they are used for
various purposes and goals. It is either to collect and rate
base data like trends and weak signals to derive predictions
or to collect and rate predictions and then argue for or against
them with such base data.

The fundamental first step to such a process is ide-
ally the precise definition of a scope to draw a line in
the vast set of assumptions, predictions and conjectures
that can be made. After collecting those, they can be
rated on scales like “relevance”, “impact”, “likelihood”
or “desirability”, for example. The immediate quantifi-
cation of qualitative data in peer-review processes is a
common method of empirical social studies [43]. It is
especially applicable when the subject of research is very
complex or even unknown since qualitative methods require
lower levels of abstraction and produce results that are closer
to the research question than quantitative methods. This trans-
lates to the online principle “publish first, filter later” which
has been coined by the author Clay Shirky [44] with regards to
the structures of new collaborative forms of knowledge
generation.

Qualitatively collecting data also allows for the ex-
pression of extreme opinions (which might translate to
wild cards in Futures Thinking). The subsequent quan-
titative rating of those data allows for ordering such

data and identifying the most important for further use
in the research process. These do not necessarily have
to be the best or most attractive, they could also be the
most controversial ones.

In this respect the Future of Facebook project is especially
relevant, which used the Q&A platform Quora to gather
future opinions. Since Quora is already equipped with
multi-level social rating features there was no need to build
a dedicated platform for this project.

Prediction markets

Prediction Markets are based on the principle that pre-
dictions about any future event can be traded like a
stock or option on a virtual market. The current value
of such predictions can then be used as an indicator for
their future likelihood of occurrence. One major draw-
backs with prediction markets as Foresight tools is that
they cannot depict anything but the likelihood of occur-
rence. Other quantitative data such as “desirability”,
“impact” or “relevance” can hardly be traded and are
therefore inaccessible on prediction markets.

The roots of prediction markets are futures markets
(which are markets for options on future price develop-
ments). In the same way that options on future price devel-
opments can be used to derive indicators about future prices
(the prognostic quality of such estimates has been reviewed
since the 1930s by economists like Keynes and Hicks) [45], a
prediction market can be used to derive indicators about
likelihoods for future events. Prediction markets use the
efficiency of markets and often reach higher levels of prog-
nostic strength than expert panels, Delphi studies or other
forms of surveys [46].

It is worth noting that the time horizon for almost all
examples is <1 year. Since there is virtually no other
quality criterium than likelihood of occurrence, predic-
tion markets unfortunately do not provide for enough
processes that would make them attractive as a true
Foresight 2.0 tool. Both betting on a self-destructing
prophecy as well as speculating on events with a time
horizon >1 year does not make sense to the individual
user on those platform due to the absence of adequate
incentives to do so. Furthermore, the process is
designed in a way that participants cannot collaborative-
ly debate their opinions and views about future images,
which means that there is almost no qualitative measure
of crowd intelligence.

Collaborative scenarios

Collaborative scenarios are the only class of Foresight 2.0
approaches that try to weave interconnections between pre-
dictions made by the participants. The scenario method is a
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planning technique which was heavily coined by the military
strategist Herman Kahn during his post as Futurologist at the
RAND Corporation.4 Its advantage in comparison to a set of
trival predictions is that it “offers the possibility to display
many alternatives for future paths of development [47]”.
Since trivial predictions cannot capture such levels of com-
plexity, the scenario method has gained in popularity and is
regarded as one of the core techniques of contemporary
Futures Research. In the past years there have been publica-
tions for over two dozens of specialized scenario techniques
[48]. They usually have in common that they aggregate
assumptions about future developments into scenarios.
Greene et al., who initiated the project Future Fusion5 claim
that collaborative scenarios are especially well suited to
discover blind spots that are usually disregarded in other
methods [49].

The most prominent example of collaborative scenarios
are MMORPG (massive multiplayer online role playing
games). Such a Foresight game has been developed by the
California-based Institutes for the Future (IFTF), who built
their own framework, the Foresight Engine, which is now
used to launch annual collaborative Foresight competitions.
The first time that framework was used was when the game
“Superstruct” was announced to the public. This game, de-
veloped by game designer Jane McGonigal, used
crowdsourcing to let teams find solutions to future chal-
lenges. The application used open APIs from Facebook and
YouTube and was embeddable in blogs and online forums.
Some of the most well-known protagonists of the web 2.0
such as Jimmy Wales (Wikipedia) and Tim O’Reilly
(O’Reilly Media) were taking part in that game.

In the past years, several other Foresight games have
been played based on the IFTF foresight engine: 2009
signtific [50] (still active), after a remake of the engine
in 2011 there were three more: Breakthroughs to Cures
[51], magnetic south [52] and Smart Grid 2025 [53].
The fourth project of 2011 called “mmwogli” was de-
layed until further notice due to lack of public interest
[54]. The most recent example of 2012 is the “Health
Horizons 2012” Forecasting Game [55].

This procedure is resembling of a Wiki. However, it
differs from such both by focussing on pooling only potential
scenarios and solutions to specific future challenges and the
ability to aggregate assumptions about the future into
scenarios.

Desktop Software for Scenario planning usually also in-
corporates features like automatic creation of scenarios (e.g.
Eidos Suite of the firm Parmenides or the Foresight Toolbox
of Michel Godot). Unfortunately, all surveyed online

scenario planning platforms lack such features and exhibit
a fairly chaotic structure as a result.

Worth mentioning in this context is also the thesis of
Noah Raford, which has already been mentioned in
chapter 2.3. Raford recognized the implications of lack-
ing such a feature and wrote a prototype for creating
online scenarios collaboratively.6 This prototype, called
Futurescanner, is an interface to bookmark base data
(such as trend data or weak signals) which can then
be linked to other data in the future. However, during
test runs, the prototype failed to automatically create
meaningful scenarios from the base data without further
human intervention.

Others

In the context of Foresight 2.0 applications two other types
that are often mentioned include Roadmapping and Gantt-
Chart Software, as those also belong to the group of collab-
orative online techniques used for Futures Research. These
techniques reduce complexity not through qualitative or
quantitative analysis, but through visualisation of all the
different perspectives that actors upon the future can have
on a subject matter [56]. However, none of the surveyed
applications truly tried to harvest the potentials of the web
2.0 beyond being an online copy of a method that was
traditionally conducted offline

Also worth mentioning is “tweetthefuture”. This database
lists all tweets (messages on Twitter [57]) that contain the
keyword “future”. Even if it is just a gimmick so far, this
would be a valuable addition to more academically sound
Foresight 2.0 processes to collect base data, as Pang suggests
[29], to add new predictions fast and effortlessly to an initial
screening database. This idea has also already been
implemented by the platform wefutr7 which used the Hash-
Tag #predictions to filter predictions and number of retweets
to prioritize those that had been found.

This overview does not further comment on platforms that
are no longer accessible, such as The Wrong Tomorrow8

(hindsight-tool), ziitrend (Social Rating of predictions) and
trendio (prediction market for trends in the form of news).
The latter two are applications that are not just based on
simple predictions, but in fact well-argued conjectures.

4 The origins of the scenario method are highly debated. See [9] p .51.
5 see Appendix Table 1

6 Not listed in the table of tools due to lack of background information
that could have been used for thorough analysis.
7 screenshots and description at http://oneforty.com/item/wefutr
8 an archived versino of the page can be accessed at über http://
www.waybackmachine.com or directly at http://web.archive.org/
web/20090927180848/http://wrongtomorrow.com/
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Analysis and evaluation

The following is a general view on advantages and
disadvantages of the types of Foresight 2.0 approaches,
especially with regards to the particularities and possi-
bilities of digital collaborative applications. As guide-
lines we used general standards of empirical social
research [58] as well as criteria and standards for Fu-
tures Research [59].9

Due to the complexity of the topic, a technical anal-
ysis is beyond the scope of this research. Fundamental
criteria for interface design can, however, be described.
One of those is accessible design for all sorts of partic-
ipants to avoid selection bias. This also implies that
contents are perceivable by all participants, irrespective
of their technical setups like browser version, browser
plugins or physical disadvantages like poor eyesight or
hearing. Accessibility can be increased by using multi-
ple modalities (e.g. video and text). A frequent problem
of poorly designed interfaces is the lack of definition
and affordability of interface elements which leads to a
lack of clarity on the side of the user about their
intended use, the order in which they should be used
and what consequences they lead to [60].

Apart from these basic technical criteria that apply for
every application there are specific criteria for the stages data
collection, data processing and results that we will discuss in
the following chapters.

Data collection

Contrary to predictions that are based on statistical methods10

the base data of Foresight 2.0 processes are generated by the
users for the users. If the quality of data at the beginning of
such processes is low, the end result will also be of poor
quality [61]. Three factors contribute to the quality of base
data in Foresight 2.0 processes:

& The composition of the participant pool
& The motivation of the participants
& The expertise of the participants

Furthermore, a fundamental building block is a concise
definition of the research question and the vocabulary used,
i.e. the subject matter should be clearly delineated. These
factors will be described in more detail in the following
paragraphs.

Systems without control over invitation (e.g. via in-
vitation codes) may suffer from participant selection bias and
under- or over representative numbers of participants from
particular sub-clusters. The answering and participation be-
havior can vary largely depending on culture [62]. The Fore-
casting game scientific of the IFTF, for example, encountered
the problem that regional and cultural differences amounted
for a lot of the variability in estimates of technological devel-
opments [63].

Furthermore, the default language of the website
should be sensitively selected. A German Website can
only be used by German speakers. If English is used,
many Asian or Arabic regions might be underrepresent-
ed. In the same manner, distribution of gender (e.g.
authors of Wikipedia are only 6 % female [64]) and
age of participants should be reflected. If the sole pur-
pose of the system is just to collect information and not
to make sense of it, that is a negligible factor. If the
purpose of the system however is to instil cooperation
or competition to make sense of Futures it would be a
disadvantage to have a highly skewed participant pool,
especially with regards to the major advantage of Fore-
sight 2.0 approaches to even out individual bias.

The biggest challenge is to incentivize participation and
interaction. Google+, Facebook ,Wikipedia, Xing, Twitter or
Youtube all share a similar usage pattern: “In most online
communities, 90 % of users are lurkers who never contrib-
ute, 9 % of users contribute a little, and 1 % of users account
for almost all the action. [65]”

It should be noted that the motivation of users is
highly dependant on motives. Most of the surveyed
Foresight 2.0 applications simply invited anyone inter-
ested and did not show signs of reflections on the
potential motivations to participate. This is especially
problematic for applications that require high motivation
to truly help reducing complexity or applications that
require a high number of participants to reach compel-
ling conclusions.

An exemption are prediction markets, which have
almost perfect alignment of motivation and incentive
(play money or points that can later be exchanged for
tangible value). This type of motivation, in turn, might
attract fraud, on the other hand. An example where this
happened is the Popular Science Predictions Exchange
which used to be a prediction market that is now closed
since it was found out that real stock market movements
could be manipulated with predictions about automated
trading algorithms.

Another promising approach in this respect are the online role
playing games be the IFTF that motivate users to participate
solely by entertaining them. Without further discussing the
psychological workings of gamification, success exam-
ples such as Folding@Home [66], SETI@home [67]

9 For more theories on the commensurability and quality of Foresight
processes see also chapter 1.2.
10 This area is especially interesting in light of topics like Open and Big
Data.
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and Rosetta@Home [68] indicate how much of a moti-
vator entertainment value can be online [69].

Another important part of motivation is in turn to avoid
frustration amongst participants. It is essential to increase the
users’ motivation to contribute to the platform, make sure
they understand what the application is about and how it
works [70].

This can be achieved on one hand through priming,
for example by using introductory videos like those on
the Foresight Engine of the IFTF. On the other hand it
can be achieved through specific feedback. Potential
feedback mechanisms are, for example, dashboards with
statistics about participants activity in comparison to
their peer group [71]. Raford notes, however, that auto-
mated feedback proved less effective than feedback through
the peer-group itself (e.g. via a commentary feature) [72].

Expertise and reputation in small communities is
established through personal contact. In large and/or online
communities it can either be assumed through a priori ac-
creditation or achieved through participation and positive
reinforcement through the community itself [73].

A priori accreditation like it is used on Wikistrat [74]
or the Future of Facebook project [75] is especially
suitable for systems with limited audience range. It is
easy to achieve through personal invitations that include
a survey upon registration to determine levels of exper-
tise. Similar systems to verify experts have been implemented
in TechCast, Wikistrat, iKnow and DeltaScan/SigmaScan.
DeltaScan and WikiStrat are so strict in their accreditation
process (it is not only based on questionnaires but also
deep level certification) that it is questionable whether
those systems can be considered Foresight expert judge-
ment systems at all.

As mentioned in the introductory part of this paper, expert
judgement is not always better than amateur judgement, as a
1980 study by Tetlock shows in which 27.451 predictions
had been evaluated by 284 academics. In one instance, the
academics did not reach achieve better predictions than
randomly selected by apes [28]. Tetlock argues that this
could be due to developing some sort of mole sight after
having been too long into a specific field of expertise. He
attributes this state to a lack of interdisciplinarity and com-
munication with other “thought collectives” [76].

The assessment of expertise during the process is there-
fore better suited for Open Foresight processes than the a
priori accreditation since it is dynamic and scalable and it is
possible to define expertise post-hoc for very specific topic
areas [73]. This works especially well if the evaluation
questions are non-compulsory, which leads to only “true”
experts answering them [77].

Since human judgement about complex topics can be
incomplete and biased, any reputation system in online com-
munities has to be designed in a way that does not only

incentivise expertise but also semiotic precision in all com-
munication and collaboration to improve the overall judge-
ment ability of the group to the point where the sum is bigger
than its parts [78].

One project that seeks to remedy the dichotomy
between a priori and post-hoc expert judgement is a
project by Forecasting ACE [79], funded by the IARPA
and led by a consortium of Futures researchers. This
project constantly evaluates results at any stage of the
process with dynamical weights and therefore tries to
improve overall likelihood of occurrence estimates for
its predictions [80].

Recently, online communities also employ peer-to-peer
accreditation systems, whereby participants can vouch for
and invite each other.11 Whether this is just a way to generate
interest and simulate exclusivity or whether the connected-
ness of the communities is indeed improved is still to be
evaluated. At the very least, such an approach minimizes
those problems that occur due to the anonymity of partici-
pants [81].

Data processing

Many of the surveyed applications lack an academic
background - partially because they have not be created
on the premise of being scientifically sound but rather
to serve as a quick experiment. Those that stated their
theoretical frameworks could be evaluated in terms of
suitability of technical tools. Methodological or episte-
mological evaluations were largely impossible due to a
lack of statements about the actual scientific goals of
the applications [82]. In order to achieve a complete
picture of the quality of results, it would be important
to not just look at how data was collected, but also how
it was processed. The question “what has been collect-
ed” should even preceed those other two questions.

We therefore restrict the evaluation of the surveyed appli-
cations to the criteria of conceptional quality and scalability
[83] and their importance to Foresight processes.

A sound Foresight process demands both clear defi-
nitions of fundamental concepts and terminology [4] and
a clearly delineated subject of research. This becomes
especially evident when looking at large organisations
that suddenly need to let departments collaborate that
have never been collaborating before and different lan-
guage sets clash with each other. The research question
and terminologies do not only the content-based participation
but also the personal involvement of participants [84].

11 Prominent examples at the time of writing were Google Plus und
Spotify.
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In further processing the collected data through
sorting, rating and clustering it is important to pay
attention to explaining rating criteria and consequences
carefully to the participants. Especially the Social Rat-
ing platforms could have been more specific about the
dimensionality of ratings, which questions the meaning-
fulness of ratings, since it is safe to assume that not all
participants have rated on the same scale.

If it is not or falsely determined what it is that the partic-
ipants are rating on, the chance to collect valuable data (such
as likelihood, desirability or impact of a prediction) is for-
given. This is especially unnecessary, since there is no post-
hoc possibility anymore to automatically determine key fac-
tors, givens and wild cards even automatically create clusters
of future assumptions [85].

It is also important to pay attention to the process how
data is collected. The application SigmaScan is measuring
controversy on an individual level, which should in fact be
collected via non-reactive feedback.12

In order to judge the adequateness of the measurement instru-
ments, it is also necessary to reflect upon the fundamental
workings of crowd intelligence, as crowd intelligence is not just
intelligence of a large group. It is rather the “intelligence of
multiple, independent perspectives”. For it is not the large group
that corrects individual bias, but the presence of many different
perspectives in such a group, that independently of one another,
need to lead to contrary views and therefore have the potential to
reduce bias [86]. Often, heterogenity / diversity automatically
increases with the size of the group. It should not be assumed,
however, that this is guaranteed. A group can exhibit “Group-
think” [87] as much as it can exhibit collective intelligence.

To ensure high levels of collective intelligence, the
individuals in a group should already bring experience
and/or knowlegde to the table, have sufficiently diverse
perspectives on the topic and and be able to take
decisions independently of one another. Levels of achieved
collective intelligence are therefore both dependent on group
composition as well as process design. The determining factor
for the success of Foresight 2.0 is therefore also the reflection
on ways to harness and structure drivers for collective intelli-
gence in the context of digital Foresight platforms.

The digital community framework should therefore
be equipped with incentives, rules, norms, rituals, etc.
for collective intelligence and the architecture of the frame-
work should be able to capture interrelations between future
factors. Since one primary goal of Foresight is the systematic
reduction of complexity, the decision-making frameworks of
Pang [29] should be considered when developing digital
collaborative Foresight applications. This would ensure a
strong collaborative creation of future images, even for

amateur participants. It could also be helpful to test the meth-
odological structure and format in an offline workshop prior to
implementing it online.

Only about a third of the surveyed applications were
found to have a sound scientific background. It is thus
beyond the scope of this paper to judge about the appropri-
ateness of the individual applications as tools for general
Foresight methods, since most of the methods did not offer
criteria for evaluation. This survey, however, can be used as a
pillar for grounded theory development [81].

Foresight processes are often subject to bias due to se-
mantic blurriness when making conjectures or predictions.
The list of possible causes for this is long [88]:

& Overestimation of own skills and knowledge
& Overestimation of own influence on the future
& Projection from own situation to situation of other indi-

viduals or groups
& A subjective perception of objective problems

These possible causes are just examples. An exhaustive
treatment of those causes would be beyond the scope of this
work. It is worth mentioning, however, that not only cogni-
tive phenomena, but also individual motivations and
Leitbilder [89] can be a potential cause for bias in the
identification and evaluation of future impact factors.

When judging future images of others, it is usually easy to
perceive them without attachment to ideology, societal
myths or the contemporary Zeitgeist. According to
Stienmüller, this sort of deconstruction is the “fundamental
building block to produce less trivial (unfortunately often
also less plausible) future images [4].”

One main advantage of Foresight 2.0 approaches is the
possibility to scale the number of participants without limits.
This helps moving from subjective evaluation criteria towards
objective standards and deconstructing future images into
their core assumptions. Nearly all of the surveyed applications
took care of enabling such discourse.

Result

One main quality criterium for the results of Foresight pro-
cesses is their applicability to reality. This translates to the
criterium for Foresight 2.0 of enabling dynamic adaptation
of results to changing environments.

Applicability is eventually critical to the utility of a meth-
od. This translates to reducing the gathered data through
ratings, pattern recognition, clustering or simple selection
mechanisms. Ideally the application is designed in a way to
enable these transformations during the process.13

The surveyed applications were especially making use of
tagging and rating or statistical algorithms that depict the Bayes

12 One implementation of this method can be seen, for example on
http://www.reddit.com 13 see chapter 1.1, Strategies to reduce complexity.
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theorem. This is increasing their utility in the sense that the
dynamic data collection is close to depicting thought processes
that are actually happening with the participants [61].

If the results are sought to diffuse well within broad
groups of recipients, it is important to enable early partici-
pation for them in the process. The result of digital collabo-
rative Foresight processes should therefore be translated into
an easily comprehensible language, perhaps a visualisation.
One typical format in the context of Futures Research is a
timeline, like in the case of the applications Web of Fate and
the New York Times Technology Timeline. Just as with
Gantt-Charts and Roadmaps, these timelines have the advan-
tage of organising Futures related data into a time context
[90]. Foresight 2.0 applications additionally benefit from an
application programming interface (API) or export features
to ensure applicability of results.

Online methods enable applications that produce dynamic
results. This is particularly relevant in the context of present
Futures [13, 14]. The present is never standing still. As it
moves along the time axis, dynamic models can change and
adapt to new insights about desirable, possible and probable
Futures [91].

Futures Research is thinking on stock.
Eckhard Minx

If Futures Research is thinking ahead then Futures Re-
search is also thinking against a ticking clock. This poses a
disadvantage for static models and an advantage for dynamic
models that are able to adapt with time.

Another advantage of dynamic systems is their ar-
chiving feature which enables looking at old predictions
and re-evaluating them. Dynamic systems also enable an
evolution of the system itself according to new data
[81]. Within the range of surveyed applications especial-
ly Wikis und databases fultilf this requirement. Collab-
orative scenarios do not fulfil it as much as they are
usually time-constrained.

Conclusion

Thirty of the surveyed applications fell within the
defition of Foresight 2.0 or subsets of such applications.
The different types of applications have been described in the
preceding chapters. A subsequent evaluation proved some of
these applications to be especially fruitful in the context of
Futures Research but most of the applications did not come
with sound academic background and it was therefore very

difficult to evaluate critical points such as representativity of
participants or quality control for expertise and motivation.

The broad range of applications shows what the potentials
of Foresight 2.0 are. Especially the high number of stake-
holders involved and the potential to enable broad public
discussion causes a rapid spreading of future images in the
recipient group.

Furthermore, Foresight 2.0 applications enable transpar-
ent, efficient and rapid Foresight (“Internet communities
offer the advantage of instant information exchange and
group decision that is not possible in real-life. [71]”), as they
are decentralized and almost ubiquitously available.14 Their
results can by dynamic and sometimes even real-time.

The challenge in the conceptualization of future Foresight
2.0 applications is the combination of established quality
criteria for Futures Research with the potential of web
applications.15

One important innovation potential is the combination
of multiple approaches into a holistic process. An ap-
plication that uses social rating in a semantically un-
sound way provides as little practical use as an appli-
cation that is semantically sound but only classifies
present information without explicitly looking at future
implications.

We therefore propose triangulating as many approaches as
possible while orienting the design along the following
guidelines:

& Pushing for large-scale participation and scalability of
the application

& Reducing conflict between individual motivations to
participate and research interest

& Reflecting quality control when defining and recruiting
expertise

& Being very specific about terminology16

& Adhering to a strict process logic17 and implementing
criteria for effective collaboration18

& Developing a result that is rich in content and highly
applicable19

& Enable feedback loops to iterate and re-develop the
results

14 Technological progress in the field of mobile devices will increase
their availability even further.
15 cf. chapter 2.1
16 see Wikis in chapter 3.1
17 cf. Kapitel 4.2
18 see decision-making structures (Pang) in chapter 2.1
19 cf. Kapitel 4.3
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Appendix Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License which permits any use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s) and the
source are credited.
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Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of collaborative application
types

Type Advantages Disadvantages

Databases and Wikis
(LongBets, iKnow,
Trendradar2020,
Shaping Tomorrow,
SigmaScan, Delta
Scan, TechCast,
Forecasting World
Events, The Seven
Hrizons, wrong
tomorrow, Future
Scanner, TechCast,
TrendWiki)

Facilitate a
(structured)
collection and
discussion of
baseline data
(forecasts &
predictions)

Except TrendWiki and
TechCast only
predictions, no
conjectures, no
rating

Social Rating
Systems(Is it Future
proof?, bean sight,
The Future of
Facebook Project,
predicto.net,
wefutr, Web of
Fate, Wikistrat, The
Future of Facebook
Project,
Forecasting ACE,
NY Times
Technology
Timeline)

Irrelevant data is
sorted out by rating,
thus the number of
participants is
perfectly scalable

Except weboffate no
reduction of
complexity

Collaborative
Scenarios
(superstruct,
signtific map, Risk
Interconnection
Map)

Reduction of
complexity by
bundling
assumptions, good
motivation of
participants at iftf
platform games

Applications based on
the foresight-engine
framework are
missing a system to
sort the data and fail
to narrow down the
questions for the user
which leads to a huge
amount of almost
unstructured data.

Prediction Markets
(intrade,
inklingmarket,
iPredict, Popular
Science
Predictions)

High probability of
occurrence of the
predicted events on
short perspective
(upt to two years).
The more
participants the
better the results.

Prediction markets are
basically advanced
polls with future
related questions,
thus quite similar to
market- and
diffusion research.
Only suitable for a
very limited range of
branches (politics,
sports, etc. ), no
feedback loops.
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